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Install a Door 
Closer or Catch  

There are several products 
you can buy seperately 

to control the movement 
of your door. 

 

Pneumatic Door Closer

Enables smooth closing 
movement and can hold the 

door open in various positions. 
Mounts to the top or bottom 

rail of your door.

Spring-Loaded 
Screen Door Catch

Catches the door as 
it closes and 

keeps the door 
in the closed 

position.

Free of charge, with proof of purchase, during the first three years of ownership, Screen Tight at its discretion 
will supply parts for repair or replace any door determined to have a manufacturing defect.

This warranty does not cover screen, hardware or misapplication of product.

To activate your warranty, register your purchase at ScreenTight.com/Register

Solid Vinyl Screen Door
Tips & Information

3 YEAR
WARRANTY
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Welded Joints 
The corners of your doors 
are welded together 
to prevent 
sagging.
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Durable & 
Easy to Clean 
Nothing fights the elements 
like a solid vinyl screen door. 
No painting or sealing required. 
Simply clean with standard 
household cleaner and your 
door will stay looking new.
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Cuts Just
Like Wood 
The vinyl material retains 
the workability of wood. 
Trim using a standard
circular saw.
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Simple Rescreening 
If you need to tighten or 
replace the screen, simply 
use .175 spline and 
fiberglass screen.
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No Painting Required 
PVC materials are paintable. 
However, the nature of this 
door is not favorable for
painting and will void the 
warranty.
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Buy Replacement
Parts Online

 
If you need to replace any 

part of your door, simply 
visit ScreenTight.com.
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Install a Door Sweep
 

A door sweep (sold 
seperately) covers the 

gap between the bottom of 
your door and floor to keep 

bugs from sneaking through.


